This paper describes curious behaviors in noncontact atomic force microscopy (NC-AFM) line-profiles simulated by the density-functional based tight-binding (DFTB) method. Although NC-AFM observes the surface corrugations in general, these line-profiles show atom-like peaks at vacancy sites. This is caused by a stronger interaction incident to the dangling bond.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the 1990s, NC-AFM was made a contribution to high resolution imaging in a field of the semiconductor science and technology [1, 2] . Therefore, we currently have a lot of images that are quite clear images as well as complex images that cannot be interpreted easily. In either case, we used to use the computational simulations in order to cultivate a better understanding of the images [3] [4] [5] . However, little has been reported for simulations of clear imaging cases compared with the complex cases. The present study shows that the simulations provide us with interesting interpretations in the clear imaging case.
In NC-AFM, corrugations of sample surfaces are imaged with high resolution. On the semiconducting sample surfaces, the NC-AFM images show clear bright spots such as we can regard as individual atoms. Some of the images show bright spots located on the surface atom sites of the energetically stable structures; however, others exhibit the spot pattern that is hardly imagined from the surface atomic configuration [3, 6] . On a silicon surface on which silver atoms stack, the bright spots did not appear on the surface silver atom sites of the energetically stable structure. Eventually, it is caused due to atom hopping induced by the NC-AFM probe approaching. It was revealed by the numerical simulation. This is just an example, but it is widely known that numerical simulations are a kind of strong tools to provide us with rational interpretations for complex NC-AFM imaging cases.
On the other hand, in the monohydride silicon surface that is one of the clear imaging cases, the numerical simulation has not pursued as deep as the complex cases, because a trivial result has been obtained for the regular surface. In this surface, the experimental images show two types of area, namely regular and irregular. The regular area shows the orderly arrangements of the bright twin spots from which we can easily guess the atomic structure on the surface [7, 8] . In fact, trivial results were obtained in the simulations: twin bright spots appear on two hydrogen atoms in the energetically stable structure of the monohydride silicon dimer [9] [10] [11] . In the irregular area, we see no twin spots, and find that the area is obviously distinct from the regular area. Moreover, it is roughly divided into two types: one is without any spots and the other is with a single spot. If obeying the conclusion of the past paper [9] that the bright spots are on the surface atom sites of the energetically stable structure, we can naturally guess that hydrogen atoms are leaving the surface depending on the number of the bright spots. Consequently, we expect that the former type is a silicon dimer without any hydrogen atoms, whereas the latter type is a silicon dimer with a single hydrogen atom. In this paper, the silicon dimer without any hydrogen atoms is called bare dimer, and the silicon dimer with a single hydrogen atom is called one-side-terminated dimer. Besides these two types of defects, dissociation of a silicon dimer itself was also considered. The dissociation of a silicon dimer is known as a familiar defect on the monohydride and clean silicon surfaces, which is traditionally called missing dimer [12, 13] . In the present simulations, experimental parameters (Table I ) are adopted for calculating NC-AFM line-profiles on the constant frequency shift mode, which must be the best condition for detection of the surface hydrogen atoms [7] . Therefore, the missing dimer provided with no peaks on the NC-AFM line-profile, which is a trivial result. In the bare dimer, we guess that it induces no peaks because there is no hydrogen atom on the dimer, but it induces a single peak actually. Lastly, the one-side-terminated dimer induces twin peaks although a single hydrogen atom exists on the dimer, which goes against the expectation. Moreover, the twin peaks are hardly distinguished from the ones of the regular monohydride dimer. These results are seemingly strange, but we find it from the simulation results that they are caused by the relation between the chemical activity on these dimers and the corrugations.
Contents of the present paper are as follows: the second section outlines calculation conditions that are the model structures and calculation methods; the third section provides results and discussion in which activity of the irregular dimers, NC-AFM line-profiles, and the thermal effect are considered; the last section is the summary. 
II. CALCULATION CONDITIONS

A. Model Structures
In this study, four Si(001) monohydride slab models were treated. One of them was a just regular monohydride surface, and the others were irregular monohydride surfaces involving respective irregular dimers.
The regular monohydride surface was prepared as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The slab model was set on its (110), (110) and (001) directions along the x-axis, the y-axis, and the z-axis, respectively. Here, the x-axis or the y-axis is often called the lateral direction; the z-axis is called the vertical direction. The slab model consisted of six layers along the vertical direction, and the single layer consisted of (4 × 4) unit cells along the lateral directions. Here, the periodic boundary condition was applied in the lateral directions. The front surface was a monohydride surface that was the p(2 × 1) structure, which had no imperfection. The back surface was terminated by hydrogen atoms, which formed a symmetric dihydride surface.
The other slab models (namely irregular surface models) were prepared from the regular surface model. Each irregular surface model was built by replacing a regular monohydride dimer to an irregular dimer. The first slab structure had a dimer including a dangling bond on itself. That is, a single hydrogen atom connected to one silicon atom of the dimer, and a dangling bond was left on the other silicon atom. As described above, it is called the one-side-terminated dimer in the present paper. The second had a dimer without any hydrogen atoms. It is called the bare dimer here. The last one was the missing dimer. That is, a monohydride dimer was absent from the regular monohydride surface.
Lastly, an NC-AFM tip model was prepared [14, 15] . As the tip model, a Si 4 pyramidal cluster was assumed, where the back surface was terminated by nine hydrogen atoms. The tip-surface distance was defined as a vertical length between the apex atom center of the tip cluster and the top-most atom center on the target sample surface (Fig. 1) . The distance might change slightly due to the structural optimization, but the effect did not feed back to the tip-sample distance in calculating the frequency shifts.
B. Calculation Methods
These simulations were performed in accordance with the DFTB method [16, 17] . This method provides us with short-range inter-atomic forces using the HellmannFeynman force method [18] . Besides, the electrostatic interaction between atoms is considered using the Ewald sum [19] . These forces are adopted for calculating forces acting on the tip as well as stable structures. The frequency shift was calculated by the Sasaki-Tsukada method [20] , and the parameters were summarized in Table I. The parameters were based on the experimental condition that was the best condition for detection of the surface hydrogen atoms [7] .
Moreover, the van der Waals force was considered between the tip and the sample surface via the continuous model suggested by Sasaki and Tsukada [21] . The scheme is independent of the lateral tip position, because they regarded the surface as a plain plate. Therefore, the procedure does not affect a pattern of the simulation images. It just modifies the frequency shifts to the practical values.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Activity of the irregular dimers Figure 2 shows the stable surface structures, where all the surfaces were optimized with forces less than 1 pN. In the surface including the missing dimer, the stable structure ( Fig. 2(A) ) shows a significant deformation. The deformation that is new Si-Si connections represented by dashed lines are formed at the second layer just below the missing dimer line. The lengths (2.76Å) are slightly longer than the length (2.35Å) in other reports [12] . However, it is in agreement with them qualitatively, because both the present result and other reports suggest that the new Si-Si bonds appear. If these atoms around the missing dimer did not approach each other, the missing dimer site would show strong activity due to dangling bonds left on these atoms. In conclusion, the site must be passive.
In the surface including the one-side-terminated dimer, the stable structure (Fig. 2(B) ) shows no deformation except the leaving hydrogen atom, although the other irregular dimers reconstructed as described above and below. Since this behavior leaves the dangling bond as it is, the dimer does not seem to be stabilized. Consequently, the dangling bond site (namely the vacancy site) must show strong activity.
In the surface including the bare dimer, the stable structure ( Fig. 2(C) ) shows rather deformation. The deformation is a familiar deformation in the Si(001)-c(4 × 2) surface that is called buckling dimer [22] . It is just the tilting of the bare dimer, and the tilting angle is 17 degree that almost equals to a typical angle in the Si(001)-c(4 × 2) surface [22] . The tilting (or buckling) makes both the upper and lower atoms stabilize. Thereby the activity of the dangling bonds must be inhibited, although the dangling bonds are left on the dimer.
B. NC-AFM Line-Profiles
Figures 3(A), 3(B), and 3(C) show NC-AFM lineprofiles on the constant frequency shift mode with the preset frequency shift of −8.0 Hz along the missing dimer, the one-side-terminated dimer, and the bare dimer, respectively. Every irregular dimer is drawn together with a regular dimer. For the regular monohydride dimer and the missing dimer (A), the results agree well with the intuitive interpretations. In the regular monohydride dimer, the two atoms each induce the single peaks; consequently, the twin peaks appear on the regular monohydride dimer. The behavior of the regular dimer is the same as the conclusion of the past research. [9] That is, an certain irregular dimer hardly affects the spots of the nearby regular dimer. In the missing dimer (A), no peaks are visible. The line-profile shows simply a deep flat region on the missing dimer. This is because the missing dimer site is passive against the NC-AFM probe, and the behavior coincides with the conclusion in the previous subsection. Besides, the behavior is related to the tip-surface distance. At a height detecting hydrogen atoms, the tip-surface distance is so large that the chemical forces between the tip and the surface go undetected. Finally, this must correspond to no spot area in the experimental images.
In the one-side-terminated dimer (B), we see twin peaks. One is smaller and exists on the hydrogen atom site of the dimer, and the other is taller and at the vacancy site. Thus the pair of spots is asymmetric exactly; however, the height difference is so small that we hardly distinguish from the pair of spots on the regular monohydride silicon dimer that is entirely symmetric. This result is seemingly inconsistent with the previous conclusion: the chemical activity on the vacancy site is strong. However, we find that it is rational by taking the tipsurface distance into consideration: the distance when the tip located on the vacancy site is longer than the distance when the tip located on the atom site. That is, the vacancy site has a strong chemical activity, but the activity cancels out the long tip-surface distance. Therefore, the twin peaks are finally similar to the ones from the regular monohydride silicon dimer.
In the bare dimer (C), a single peak is seen in the lineprofile. This single peak is on the upper atom of the bare dimer, whereas no peak appears on the lower atom. The single peak reflects activity of the upper atom. Here, the activity is smaller than the dangling bond site of the oneside-terminated dimer (B). This is interpreted from the peak height in the bare dimer (C) that is lower than the one in (B). This is consistent with a fact that the bare dimer reconstructs to stabilize itself energetically but the one-terminated dimer does not reconstruct at all. However, the difference is too small to distinguish from each other in experiments; therefore, this dimer must look as just a single spot in the NC-AFM images.
These characters are actually similar to scanning tun- neling microscopy (STM) [23] [24] [25] . However, the differences of the peaks are too small to distinguish the peaks like STM. The AFM signal becomes weak due to the additional distance from the tip apex at the vacancy site; moreover, the atomic force is the short-range interaction in contrast to the tunnel current in STM. Therefore, the tip-site dependence of the chemical activity easily cancels out the corrugations of the sample surfaces in AFM. Eventually, these irregular dimers show the curious behaviors.
C. Thermal Effect
The previous subsection concluded that the bare dimer causes a single bright spot in the experimental images. However, the bare dimer was freezing in this simulation, because the DFTB method assumed that the temperature was zero. When the bare dimer is observed at room temperature, it may induce the twin spots due to the thermal fluctuation, namely the flip-flop motion [26] .
Hereupon, a rate of the flip-flop motion is compared with the rate of the cantilever vibration. The rate R of the flip-flop motion under a temperature T is given as follows:
where R 0 is the basic rate (10 11 Hz), and k B is the Boltzmann constant [26] . Besides, E B is the energy barrier required when the tilting bare dimer undergoes the flip-flop motion on the monohydride Si(001) surface. The energy barrier E B was 0.54 eV in this study from the nudged elastic band (NEB) method on the DFTB method [27] . Substituting the value to the equation, the flip-flop motion rate with an order of 10 4 Hz was obtained for a temperature T of 300 K. Therefore, the flip-flop motion is slower than the cantilever motion, because the frequency rate of the cantilever is an order of 10 5 Hz (Table I ) [7] . Consequently, the bare dimer must induce the single spot at the 300 K.
IV. SUMMARY
In this paper, the DFTB simulations were performed for NC-AFM line-profiling along three types of irregular dimers on the monohydride Si(001) surface. The three types of dimers were the one-side-terminated dimer, the bare dimer, and the missing dimer. The missing dimer induces no peak in the line-profile, which is a trivial result.
The curious behaviors were seen in the other two type dimers. The one-side-terminated dimer induces the twin peaks that are similar to the ones of the regular monohydride dimer, although a single hydrogen atom is on the irregular dimer. On the other hand, the bare dimer induces the single peak at the upper atom site only, although no hydrogen atom is on the dimer. The bare dimer has the flip-flop thermal fluctuation under finite temperature, but the single peak is kept even if the temperature arises up to room temperature.
These characters are similar to STM [23] [24] [25] ; however, the differences of the peaks are too small to distinguish the peaks like STM. This is caused by that the signal is hardly detected due to the additional distance from the tip apex at the vacancy site, because the atomic force is the short-range interaction in contrast to the tunnel current in STM.
